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Abstract Attachment theory is a research area in
psychology that has enjoyed decades of successful
study, and has subsequently become explored in
realms beyond that of the original infant-caregiver
bonds. Now, attachment is studied in relation to
pets, symbols (such as deities), objects, technologies, and notably for our purposes, robots. When
we discuss attachment in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), is “attachment” to a robot the same
as being attached to a pet? Or does it more closely
resemble attachment to a technology device such
as a smartphone? Through untangling the concept
of attachment in HRI, we summarize a breadth of
the existing attachment literature in a unified spectrum. We present a notion of weak attachment,
and strong attachment before setting both as distinct ends of a spectrum of attachment. We motivate this spectrum by teasing out the underlying
theoretical basis for strong attachment, and how
capabilities of the attachment figure could lead
to stronger or weaker attachment. This more nuanced, multi-dimensional representation of attachment allows us to present a clarified categorization
of where various human-robot bonds explored in
HRI studies fit on the spectrum, where robots in
general could place, and how a clearer definition of
human-robot attachment can benefit future HRI
studies.
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1 Introduction
Attachment theory is a research area of psychology
that has enjoyed decades of successful study, and
has subsequently become explored in realms beyond that of the original infant-caregiver bonds.
Now, attachment is studied in relation to pets,
symbols (such as deities), objects, technologies,
and notably for our purposes, robots. Attachment
in Human Robot Interaction (HRI) weaves its way
into plethora of studies, but as is typical in a game
of telephone over the decades, attachment in HRI
often presents as a far cry from its original psychological conception.
When we discuss attachment in HRI, what do
we really mean by that attribution? In the psychological study of Attachment Theory, researchers
use the word “attachment” to denote a very strong
bond someone has with an attachment figure who,
in their mind, provides so much security and safety
to the individual that they are very dependent on
the attachment figure – to the point where separation from that figure would result in serious psychological distress [1]. Psychological Attachment
Theory was pioneered as a study of infants’ attachment to their caregivers, and has since been extended to encompass people’s attachment to pets
[99], symbols or deities [61], or objects [57]. In line
with [26] we question whether robots are truly the
objects of our attachment to the degree that we
experience classic infant-caregiver markers of anxiety and avoidance in our bonds with them. Is “attachment” to a robot more or less the same as
being attached to a pet? Or does it more closely
resemble attachment to a technological object such
as a smartphone? These questions are important
to ask of attachment in HRI lest the sub-field
over-attribute strong psychological phenomena to
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human-robot bonds, or otherwise fail to recognize
when markers of strong bonds are present.
Distinctly from attachment frameworks rooted
in social psychology, many studies of attachment in
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) refer to Norman’s [75] investigation into people’s penchant to
attach to everyday objects [95, 88, 51]. This definition of attachment is framed as a cumulative sum
of positive experiences with the object in question.
This notion of a cumulative sum of positive experiences, as compared with the social psychological
definition, is one of the most prominent examples
of how the term “attachment” is used across disciplines, but without reconciliation between definitions. This definition is used heavily in HRI but
then the subsequent attachment attribution is often interpreted in the social psychological sense.
As we will elucidate, this notion of attachment is
weaker than that described by social psychology.
In HRI, it has become important to distinguish
sharply between the social psychological meaning
given to attachment, and the HCI definition. The
HRI literature uses the term “attachment” loosely
at times, which both makes the findings and discussion of studies less precise, and also has the
potential to mislead readers regarding the effect
robots are having on human participants.
Through untangling the concept and proper attribution of attachment in HRI, we summarized a
breadth of the existing attachment literature in a
unified spectrum, inspired by [26]. We present a
notion of weak attachment, and strong attachment
before setting both as distinct ends of a spectrum.
Both types of attachment can be viewed as manifestations of differing degrees of social psychological attachment criteria of secure base (security and
support for exploration and self development) and
save haven (comfort in times of distress) functions,
as well as proximity seeking and separation distress behavior; strong attachment has presence of
all four to a high degree, and weak attachment may
have only presence of a few, or insignificant presence of all four. Through our analysis of human
attachment with pets, symbols, objects, technologies, and robots, we more deeply specify how each
of the criteria may be met on the functional basis
of a given attachment figure; thus giving a more
detailed framework to use in HRI study. Such a
framework then allows us to describe the nature of
potential or observed attachment bonds in humanrobot pairs, and subsequently use the spectrum of
weak and strong attachment to characterize the
intensity of the bond. The framework allows us
to draw clear links between theoretical perspectives from other disciplines (e.g. social psychology,
human-computer interaction), to justified use of
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methodological tools – such as questionnaires –
from those disciplines, and comment on attachment patterns for different kinds of robots in a
nuanced manner.
Importantly, we want to emphasize that this is
intended as an entirely value-neutral approach to
attachment. A great deal of HRI literature relating
to human-robot attachment is framed as an ethical problem: can humans attach to robots, and if
so, what ethical questions does that raise [84, 91,
51, 88]? We will not argue whether such attachment to any of the aforementioned attachment figures is good, bad, or anything in between. Our
purposes lie simply in presenting a more nuanced
and comprehensive depiction of attachment and
where HRI studies land given such a framework.
We believe this systematic analysis is an important and novel contribution to the HRI literature
that should be used for further ethical analysis by
other researchers.
In summary, this paper presents the following
contributions: (1) A brief overview of sub-fields
of attachment study including that related to human attachment between infants and caregivers,
with adolescents and adults, pets, symbols (as in
deities), objects, technology, and finally, robots;
(2) A deeper investigation of social psychological
attachment criteria that motivates a framework
to be used for characterization of human-robot
bonds; (3) A presentation of weak attachment versus strong attachment, and the implications of different attachment intensities along a spectrum;
And finally, (4) analyses of notable human-robot
bonds, as described by HRI studies, which are related to human-robot attachment, and where they
fall on the spectrum of attachment.

2 Background
The first attempt at looking at the relevant HRI
literature and creating a more robust framework
for human-robot attachment, to our knowledge,
comes from Collins et al. [26]. They reference the
same goal as we do: clarifying use of the term “attachment” in HRI through an investigation into
the relevant social psychology literature. Using
Collins et al. as a starting point, we investigate
attachment literature from the vantage point of
attachment figures a human could potentially become attached to; including humans, pets, objects,
symbols (such as deities), technology, and robots.
Importantly, we distinguish between the study
of attachment as an effect of having needs met
rather than meeting needs. In this paper we focus on robots as attachment figures, meeting hu-
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man needs, rather than the other way around. We
feel that addressing human needs is ultimately the
end goal for creating and using robots, and that
“vulnerability” in robots is often just a stepping
stone towards achieving a broader goal. For example, Paro may act as if it needs or appreciates
care, but its ultimate intended function is to offer emotional and conversational support to people [85]. However, we acknowledge that the directionality of the attachment relationship between
humans and robots can sometimes be perceived
by the human as flipped. Humans do attach from
a sense of empathy or caregiving responsibility as
well, and some people have been shown to assume
the role of protecting, teaching or caring for robots
[19, 88, 49]. Indeed, some robot designs rely on this
emotional and behavioral dynamic to increase the
robot’s acceptance by leveraging our nurturance
instincts (e.g., [60, 62,91]). Making the robot act
vulnerable can also amplify its agency by enticing
people to help the robot or teach the robot new
actions. Some social robots’ interaction styles are
modeled after pets, which have an ambiguous profile in terms of perceived attachment directionality: pets can act as a safe haven or secure base for
humans, but they also require care and depend on
the human to act as a safe haven or secure base for
them. Playing the role of a caregiver may increases
the person’s perception of, and positive affective
behavior towards the robot but this elicitation of
affect should ultimately be just a part of a more
comprehensive (emotional) service provided by the
robot.
In the style of much of social psychological attachment theory – in the vein of Bowlby [13] and
Ainsworth et al. [1] – we wish to present relevant research pertaining to “caregivers” meeting
the needs of those who become attached. This is
the manner of attachment we will be investigating
in robots throughout our paper. We can first begin
with human-human attachment, as it is the most
researched and the original impetus for attachment
theory.

2.1 Human-Human Attachment
Much of the work on human-human attachment
stemmed from studies by Bowlby [13] observing
how infants reacted to different styles of caregiving from their mothers. He was the first to suggest that based on caregivers’ attitudes and behaviors towards their infants, the infants would
respond in systematic ways. This led to the theory that humans are born with an innate system
that allows us to cope with stressful situations; one
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that elicits behavior directed at an attachment figure. The theory also postulates that in our earliest
years, this system is “tuned” and its parameters
tweaked to form the systematic ways we bond with
others years down the road.
The work was continued by notable researchers
such as Ainsworth [1], who first provided empirical research to support Bowlby’s theory. Later,
Hazan [45], Shaver [46], and Zeifman [44], further
elaborated on the nature of the attachment figure, extending the scope to encompass adult relationships. Ainsworth notably distinguished different attachment styles based on infants’ reactions to their caregiver’s actions in the Strange
Situation experiment. Infants’ reactions and attachment styles were organized into three distinct
categories: those of anxious attachment, avoidant
attachment, and secure attachment – with the former two describing maladaptive conditions, and
the latter as one to strive for.
Linking with Bowlby’s theorized Internal
Working Models (IWMs) of our selves and attachment figures, these categories were shown to apply to individuals based on how their early life
attachment figure(s) interacted with them. These
IWMs can be thought of as “the way we view others and ourselves.” Along with Ainsworth’s empirical methods, contemporary researchers like Hazan
[45], Shaver [46], and Zeifman [44] have demonstrated that this way that we view others, based
on our childhood experiences, is not specific to
just our caregivers, but instead becomes generalized and applies to close relationships later in life.
Specifically, an attachment bond would form
if the caregiver met the infant’s needs for security and affectionate comfort when distressed; with
these two functional roles played by the attachment figure being labeled the secure base and safe
haven functions. Attached infants were also observed seeking proximity to their attachment figures, and displaying separation distress in their absence. These functions are considered criteria for
leading to the formation of an attachment bond:
if a caregiver functions as a secure base, infants
would use the security provided as means to explore and learn, always knowing that safety is
available when distress occurs; an infant would
likewise recognize that the caregiver is capable
of soothing their distress – the safe haven function. A securely attached infant is one whose caregiver is generous in providing security and safety,
leading to the infant learning to properly utilize
the caregiver’s functions in a balanced manner.
In contrast, maladaptive anxious attachment patterns were relegated to infants who attempted to
maximize proximity to caregivers, and avoidant
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patterns were characterized by minimal proximity seeking. Regardless of attachment style, an attached individual is also noted as exhibiting behaviors of proximity seeking and separation distress; the functions enable attachment bonds to be
formed, and evidence of attachment lies in the subsequent behaviors. These four features of attachment have been teased out as criteria for attachment by Hazan and others, so we use them for our
investigation. For excellent reviews of these ideas,
we encourage readers to read Granqvist, Mikulincer, and Shaver’s [42], or Bretherton’s [17] summaries of the research.

Since its original investigation in the context
of infant-caregiver relationships, attachment patterns have been shown to recur in adolescent and
adult relationships. Bowlby theorized this in his
early work, and experimental results have confirmed that patterns formed in early life stay with
us into relationships later in life unless intentionally attended to. Ainsworth [2], Hazan [45], Shaver
[46], and Zeifman [44] have all displayed that the
same behaviors relating to secure base, safe haven,
proximity maintenance, and separation distress are
displayed in attachments beyond infancy.

The framework given by Bowlby and beyond
is useful for characterizing some of the strongest
social behavior patterns displayed in human relationships. Being able to point to formation in
infancy, and examine relationships through anxious, avoidant, or secure behavior, has been helpful
in both theoretical research and clinical practice.
For our purposes, it presents an opportunity to
more finely distinguish relationships between humans and robots – dissecting what researchers in
HRI are saying when they discuss human-robot
“attachment” in order to ground it in empirically
verified theory with a long and robust history.

Perhaps even more notably, the scope of attachment theory research has not ceased at the
border of human-human relationships. More recent
attachment research has brought the framework to
relationships between humans and pets, objects,
deities, and technologies – so-called secondary attachments. We now turn to brief investigations of
the relevant literature concerning each subsection
of attachment research. Creating a wide scope of
potential attachment figures will allow us to build
an even more fine-grained theory of attachment
within which we will place different purported HRI
attachments.
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2.2 Human-Pet Attachment
It appears that a pet would be a natural candidate for attachment bonds to form [54]. We anecdotally or personally likely know of such bonds between pet owners and animals, even as far as in the
sense of a pet functioning as a secure base and
safe haven, and eliciting proximity maintenance
and separation anxiety behavior. Zilcha-Mano et
al. [99] give an excellent review of relevant literature indicating that these attachment criteria are
indeed met by human-pet relationships. They argue that owners feel close to their pets, seek and
enjoy this closeness (proximity); that pets provide
owners with affection, support, comfort, and relief
in times of need (safe haven); that pets can serve as
a means from which their owners can pursue activities and take risks with confidence (secure base);
and that loss of a pet is very distressing, causing
mourning and grief (separation distress).
Further, Zilcha-Mano et al. note that pet relationships are also organized by the orthogonal
dysfunctional attachment styles of anxious and
avoidant. Pet attachment anxiety may manifest as
worries that something bad may happen to a pet,
a strong need for proximity to a pet, reassuranceseeking from the pet to assert self-worth, or anger
when a pet prefers proximity of others. Avoidant
human-pet attachment would present discomfort
with physical or emotional closeness to a pet, striving to maintain emotional distance from it, preventing the pet from intruding on personal space,
or difficulties depending on a pet and turning to
it when distressed. In fact, their study additionally found that there is a moderate correlation
between pet attachment styles and that of the
owner’s human-human attachment style.

2.3 Human-Object Attachment
Though it may seem counter-intuitive that a phenomenon such as attachment – one that is closely
facilitated by emotional feelings of safety and comfort – would apply to people’s relations with objects, there is a growing body of evidence in support of this manner of attachment. Early research
conducted by Winnicott theorized that children
attach to objects such as blankets or stuffed animals – so-called transitional objects [97]. The theory states that children cope with awareness of a
caregiver’s occasional unreliability through the reliability of cherished objects. It goes on to further
theorize that children’s lack of control over their
environment is alleviated by total control over such
objects.
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However, similarly to human-human attachment, more recent experimental evidence is building to support the claim that human-object attachment is not simply limited to infants. Keefer, Landau, Rothschild, and Sullivan argue in a series of
papers that attachment to non-human targets can
be viewed as compensation for lack of similar attachment with human others [57, 59, 58]. They experimentally demonstrate that when primed with
unreliability of close others, participants scored
higher on an attachment to objects measure. The
key factor that they highlight in their studies is
the ability of objects to always be reliably present
– criteria that human attachment figures may not
always meet.
Norman additionally extends a notion of attachment to objects to attachment to places, identifying our penchant to have, “favorite corners of
our home, favorite locations, favorite views” [75].
Likewise, Bachelard eloquently describes our attachment to our homes as, “shelter[ing] daydreaming, the house protects the dreamer... It is body
and soul” [8]. He continues and writes that, ”its
corners and nooks conceal the sweetness of solitude; its rooms frame our experience of relationship. Its shelter, stability, and security work to concentrate our unique inner sense of self...” When
basic human needs commonly include shelter, it
should be no surprise that we can strongly attach
to the places that provide us safety or comfort.
Distinctly from attachment frameworks rooted
in social psychology, many studies of attachment
in Human Computer Interaction (HCI) refer to
Norman’s [75] investigation into people’s propensity to attach to everyday objects [95, 88, 51]. Despite occupying a very small portion of the broader
work on emotional design, the HRI community
frequently refers to this definition of attachment
when discussing human-robot attachment: as a cumulative sum of positive experiences with the object in question. There are aspects of identity innate to an accumulation of experiences and memories created with an object.
This notion of a cumulative sum of positive experiences, as compared with the social psychological definition, is one of the most notable examples
of the uses of the term “attachment” across disciplines, without drawing links and clearly pointing
differences between definitions. We should be careful to note that Norman was likely not intending
to make any significant contributions to study of
human attachment with objects, though his assertions have made a strong impact with the HRI and
HCI communities. As we will elucidate, this notion of attachment is weaker than that described
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by social psychology. Our investigation will aim to
systematically tease these apart.
Attachment to objects provides an important
revelation regarding the nature of attachment: feelings of security, safety, and comfort do not need
to come from biological others to mitigate distress. This idea will factor into any investigation of
human-robot attachment, as robots are neither object nor human, but rather something in between.

2.4 Human-Symbol Attachment
Perhaps most surprising is that a body of research
exists which theorizes about and demonstrates the
human ability to allow abstract symbols to serve
attachment figure functions. This type of attachment is most frequently cited in the context of religious attachment with deities, but also spans attachment with celebrities, talk show hosts, or fictional characters through parasocial relationships.
Keefer, Landau, and Sullivan briefly review attachment behavior relating to media personae [58].
Similarly to object attachment, participants in a
handful of experiments were shown to be able to
alleviate feelings of loneliness by thinking about favorite TV shows, or favorite TV characters. They
further note that people with high attachment
anxiety are more likely to develop these parasocial
relationships.
However, perhaps most interesting is the rich
literature surrounding attachment to symbols in
the sense of deities. Granqvist et al. summarize some of the pioneering work by Kirkpatrick
[61] as they explore effects of religious attachment [42]. Attachment with God is observed to
have many of the same cognitive models and
behaviors present in traditional attachment theory: proximity-maintenance by praying, being in
“God’s home,” and seeing God as omnipresent and
near; having a safe haven function as God soothes
distress during times of illness, injury, fatigue, or
alarming events; and secure base function as God
is viewed as strong, wise, and offering a sense of
personal competence and control. These theoretical attachments to God were tested and shown to
be present, especially when attachment relationships are insufficient or others are unavailable [42,
58].
Anxious and avoidant patterns are additionally
shown to be present in people’s relationships with
God. However, distinct from human-human attachment, Granqvist et al. are careful to note that,
“... such differences between religious attachments
and secular, mundane attachments may make it
advisable to consider religious relationships to be
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attachment-like relationships rather than attachments proper” (emphasis our own) [42]. In line
with human-object and human-pet attachment, it
appears that these secondary attachment figures
are best suited to situations when human others
are insufficient or not present.

2.5 Human-Robot Attachment
Attachment in HRI literature is discussed in varied ways. Sometimes it is discussed in the context of psychological attachment theory [26], and
in others, loosely without a rigorous definition of
what is meant. Across studies, however, is a pervasive presence of warnings about robots’ potential to foster attachment with their human counterparts and lead to unethical situations. Sharkey
and Sharkey discuss this in depth, and apply the
psychological attachment framework to situations
where robots may care for children [84]. Turkle relays worries about interactions she observed with
children ascribing serious levels of intentionality,
emotion, and cognition to robots such as My Real
Baby – warning that “relational artifacts” understand nothing, but push our “Darwinian buttons”
and cause people to respond as if they were in relationship [91]. Even Norman, in his aforementioned
2004 book on emotional objects, briefly warns of
the ethical implications of “humanoid robots that
have emotions and to which people might form
strong emotional attachments” [75].
Despite the widespread agreement that attachment in HRI seems to be problematic, definitions
vary. One definition of attachment that is often
referenced in HRI literature is that of Norman [75]
which states that attachment represents the sum of
cumulative emotional episodes a user experiences
towards a device. This is the definition used by
Weiss et al. in their study of children’s emotional
attachment to the robotic dog AIBO [95]. Sung et
al. extend this definition to also include people’s
inter-personal and social responses to the robot (in
this case a Roomba), in addition to their emotional
ones [88].
Also inspired by Norman, Huber et al. propose the following definition: “An enduring attachment can be defined as the sum of all cohesion
episodes a person has made with another person
or object. A cohesion episode is characterized by
joint experiences with this other person or object
in which cohesion factors are present” [51]. They
further characterize cohesion factors as comprising
of four categories: (1) shared factors (values, interests, preferences etc.) (2) charisma factors (sympathies and attractiveness), (3) personal factors
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(openness, vulnerability integrity, empathy etc.)
and (4) social factors (reciprocity and equality).
This line of thinking has led the community to
several research strands which underlie emotional
bonding or social elicitation generally. Anthropomorphization [32] of robots is widely studied [15,
56, 95, 31] because it fits into this paradigm of
broader sociality [63]. Others have studied robots’
ability to elicit emotional reactions [72, 85], to provide intimacy cues [33, 78, 96], to generally be useful [30, 48], and to engender nurturing behaviors in
humans [19, 49, 62]. When attachment is thought
of only as deep relational bonds, then the degree to which the robot would be an object of
attachment would be influenced by anthropomorphism and the other above mentioned phenomena. While these lines of study reveal many important effects of human-robot relationships, we
question whether this formulation of attachment
probes deeply enough into the potential causes of
human-robot attachment. Particularly, given studies like Sung et al.’s [88] and Forlizzi and DiSalvo’s
[36], the fact that some people strongly attach to
robots like Roomba – which is neither anthropomorphic, emotional, nor intimate – begs deeper investigation. In this paper, we attempt to highlight
what may be deeper psychological processes affecting attachment formations.
Some HRI researchers disagree with this more
diffuse formulation of attachment. Collins et al.
[26] seem to be the first to suggest that the term attachment should be reserved for relationships that
feature all the four criteria identified in social psychology (safe haven and secure base functions, and
separation distress and proximity seeking behavior). They recognize that social robotics is not advanced enough today for any relationship with a
robot to fulfill all of these criteria and thus fully
qualify as attachment. They rather argue that – if
viewed instead as a model for defining a spectrum
of bonds rather than benchmarks to be achieved –
these criteria are useful for identifying the degree
to which bonds between humans and robots resemble attachment bonds. This fits more in line with
Sharkey and Sharkey’s [84] conceptions of problematic bonds with robots, and extends Turkle’s
[91].
What is clear is that before embarking on more
studies of HRI, the notion of “attachment” would
do well to be defined with a sharper edge that is
carved from work spanning an array of attachment
definitions. As mentioned above, there lies the goal
of this paper: to take the plethora of existing literature and make sense of it in a unifying way through
a more systematized spectrum of attachment. In
the next section, we will theorize a set of heuris-
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tics that possibly underlie the varied definitions
of attachment. Our hope is that this formulation
of attachment will shed light on where the bulk
of robots in HRI literature falls – whether closer
to human-object attachment, or to human-human
attachment, with sufficient rationale. To begin, we
will deconstruct attachment as we understand it
in a way that unifies the disparate definitions.

3 Attachment Functions, Behaviors, and
their Components
We motivate our framework with work that has
already been done in social psychology. Later on,
we will argue that the presence of social psychological attachment criteria should be treated
as the strongest form of attachment that could
arise, so we will analyze the relevant research in
those terms: secure base and safe haven functions,
and proximity maintenance and separation distress behaviors (see Fig. 1). We will also later distinguish weaker forms of attachment from those
which present all of these four features to a high
degree.
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each. Rather, they set up a theoretical framework
through which analysis of different attachment figure types will be facilitated. What becomes even
more interesting is that an analysis of attachment
criteria components makes evident the idea that
some categories of attachment figures have attachment potential based off of these components, as
distinct from actual manifestations of attachment.
We should note that our choice to frame attachment in terms of these four features does not ignore
other definitions such as those from Norman [75] or
Huber et al. [51]. We will argue that this proposed
framework actually encompasses those definitions
and places them in greater context that will help
unify disparate definitions.
For each attachment feature, after analyzing
its components, we will comment on how different attachment figure types (humans, animals, objects, symbols, and robots) may engender the components. However, to give more nuance to our
analysis of human-robot attachment potential, we
choose to make clear that not all robots are created
equal. Robots can functionally be quite varied, and
any honest analysis should take that into consideration. Accordingly, we will comment on the most
applicable robots in each situation while encouraging the reader to keep in mind that we wish to
characterize each robot individually and with nuance.

3.1 Secure Base Function
& -! *./

&) *+, 
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& '$(

& 0!$"
1$/! //

Fig. 1: Features of Psychological Attachment

For the functional criteria outlined above, we
outline components of each that seem common in
previous attachment work, as an attempt to answer the question of “how?” the criteria may be
met. By combining those with observed attachment behaviors, we give a framework for justifying
placement of human-robot bonds on the attachment spectrum.
Though, by themselves, the definitions of attachment functions and behaviors are helpful, they
are not entirely precise. In order to properly classify HRI results in terms of attachment, we must
ask, “What do we mean by ‘secure base’ ?” What
underlies the safe haven function? To be clear, our
theorized components of these attachment criteria in no way comprehensively or rigorously define

We begin with the first function discussed in attachment theory: that of a secure base. While summarizing attachment literature, Zilcha-Mano et al.
describe this function as providing a “sense of
safety from the attachment figure which incur[s]
exploration, risk taking, and self-development”
[99]. Our framework must, then, have some way to
account for feelings of safety, and naturally present
rough heuristics that comprise “safety.”
For our purposes, it seems sufficient enough to
note that lack of safety produces vulnerability: we
are safe when we are free from immediate or potential harm. We use Mackenzie, Rogers and Dodds’
notion of “inherent” vulnerability as motivation
for our framework; that which arises from corporal
needs such as, “hunger, thirst, sleep deprivation,
physical harm, emotional hostility, social isolation,
and so forth” [70]. An other may shield us from
vulnerability by providing access to resources, including material (such as shelter or physical protection), mental (including access to knowledge),
and social (connection to groups, or influence) resources.
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When Bowlby describes his theory of separation anxiety, he references the “strong and wise
parent” – an attachment figure who is able to be
strong through manipulating the world, and wise
via access to mental resources [14]. These abilities of the attachment figure seem linked to notions of power – the figure can act on the world
so as to secure safety for the child, so the child
can in turn explore the world more courageously.
Notably, as mentioned above, these abilities simply create potential for the secure base function to
be performed. Our analysis will explicate the potential for attachment figure types to achieve each
component of the secure base function, use those
findings to motivate where robots may have potential or not, and then analyze human-robot bonds
as described by HRI studies to see how those potentialities have manifested secure base functions
in research.
A visual representation of the function, its components, and where different potential attachment
figures fall on a spectrum of low to high degrees of
fulfillment is shown in Fig. 2.
3.1.1 Potential to Meet Physical Needs
A component leading to material safety would
surely be the ability to meet physical needs [70].
Imagining a human parent would perhaps conjure
their tendency to procure food, shelter, money in
order to buy those things, or even physical strength
in order to hold us, or remove danger from our environment. Some animals also have the ability to
meet our physical needs [99]. Some objects are able
to meet physical needs; car transports us and protects us from elements, and a house may shield us
in times of danger [8]. Symbols such as a deity,
on the other hand, are less capable of providing
physical resources in actuality, but perception of a
god as omnipotent may be enough to have a god
function as a secure base [42, 61].
Robots have the potential to do all of the
above. One thing that robots are particularly
good at is physical manipulation of resources, with
strength that even surpasses humans. Robots such
as the PackBots described by Garreau indeed serve
a function of physical safety by detonating IEDs
to protect soldiers [38]. There are many studies in
nursing where robots assist with relevant tasks; including assistive robots to aid people with disabilities, service robots to aid the elderly in their daily
lives [43, 73], mobility robots to help people with
navigation, serving and feeding assistance robots
which range from bringing food on trays to actual
support in feeding [37, 11], and carrier robots which
transfer patients from beds to wheelchairs [69].
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Ivanov additionally summarizes roles that robots
have presently taken in service and hospitality: as
delivery agents, vacuums, servers, and more [52].
While many robots have been developed to meet
physical needs in the service and care industries,
it still remains that these robots are specialized.
It appears that robots in general have the potential to meet many different physical needs, as
their combination of sophisticated artificial cognition and physical embodiment allow complex tasks
to be accomplished, but present technical limitations limit actual manufactured robots to serve a
specialized role and perhaps meet only a few needs
within that umbrella.
3.1.2 Potential to Meet Intellectual Needs
In the view of Bowlby’s “strong and wise parent,” a key component of a secure base seems to
be wisdom, or generally, mental power [14]. A human caregiver has a decent amount of knowledge
accrued over their lifetime, providing intellectual
resources. Note that in order to later place mental comfort under the safe haven function, we are
leaving meeting emotional needs out of this component. Animals are less able to provide intellectual resources [99]. Some objects, however, such as
smartphones or books, have the ability to provide
a broad or deep amount of intellectual resources.
Even deities can be perceived to be wise and offer
intellectual support through their associated parables and lessons.
Similarly to objects, robots have the potential
to provide a host of intellectual resources. One that
is connected to the internet and equipped with
searching features may prove to be more intellectually resourceful than even a human or deity. However, limitations in sophistication – e.g. not being
able to communicate information as compellingly
as in a parable, or not as tailored to your mind as
would be from a human – prevent current robots
from rivaling humans or deities in some ways. In
the HRI space, it seems that a prevalent line of
robots that meet intellectual needs are those which
serve as education assistants. Social tutor robots
have been shown to lead to affective and cognitive
outcomes [10, 80, 67]. Moreover, robots have been
shown to encourage curiosity and creativity in children [40, 5].
3.1.3 Potential to Connect to Others to Meet
Needs
While perhaps non-obvious, a seemingly crucial
element of safety garnered through power in the
world is that secured through social means [70].
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Fig. 2: Components of the secure base function – as fulfilled by different attachment figures – on a
spectrum from low to high fulfillment
Upon reflection, we can see this is true as people who are well-connected, socially influential, or
generally of some social prestige, are able to secure resources that can lead to safety [25, 47]. In
the eyes of a child, a human attachment figure
such as a parent may have a magical ability to
call on friends, acquaintances, or professionals to
overcome or address vulnerabilities. This component of security, then, seems very dependent on
the ability to encourage connection between people. It may be tempting to argue that a human attachment figure’s inherent sociability – their ability to socialize with us – should be part of the
equation. However, we will contend that this lies
more in a component of the safe haven function.
We strictly limit this socially-driven security as being able to connect to others. Given this working
definition, a pet could meet social needs by encouraging the meeting of other people with pets,
or promoting pro-social behavior through meeting
people on walks [98]. Technological devices like a
phone similarly connect us with each other to meet
our social needs [20].
In the sense of encouraging social connection
with other humans, robots could potentially do so
in a variety of ways. While robots may not have
other humans friends of their own to connect us
with, they could be a topic of conversation, lead
us to other robot users, or have similar telephonic
capabilities as our smart devices [35]. There are
some cases in the HRI literature, which we will explicate below, that indicate instances where some
robots have served as social bridges between otherwise socially distant people. Therapy robots like
Paro certainly accomplish this [94, 85, 28]. It seems
that other robots that follow suit, such as those
described by Shiomi et al., which encourage prosocial behavior through a robotic teddy bear [87].
Social robots have also been theorized to be able

to serve a role as social mediators – facilitating
our interactions in a way that promotes sociability
[24].
3.1.4 Potential for Dependable Availability
A crucial piece of security additionally seems to be
the reliability of the provider of security [13, 14, 16,
17]. After all, it would not make much sense to seek
safety from an other that is sporadic in its protection against vulnerabilities. An attachment figure
which is not available would not be able to be returned to for safety after a bout of distress sets
in. In this sense, humans tend to be less reliable
unless they are structurally set up to be present in
our lives. Logically, our main attachment figures
tend to be family members and significant others –
those who are frequently available [1, 2]. While pets
have similar agency to humans, the structural role
that they play via normative treatment of animals
also renders them quite available [99]. Confined to
the house or area close by, they may even be more
present than humans, who are out and about. This
is an aspect of security for which objects and symbols shine. Objects lack any autonomy, and are
therefore as present as necessary as long as they
are within grasp. Symbols such as deities, however, are the most present – omnipresent, in fact –
and are available to be called upon for security at
any moment, for any duration [42, 61].
Robots again take a position that is somewhat
a combination of multiple other attachment figure
types. Some robots may be totally sedentary, and
therefore always available within the home [71, 85,
94]. Other robots may roam as autonomously as
humans, and be likewise often unavailable. However, most robots at present seem to be limited
to the confines of their user’s environment [28, 36,
43, 56, 88, 95], and therefore highly available. Due
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to currently low levels of sophistication and autonomy, social robot availability appears to range
between that of objects and pets.
3.1.5 Robotic Secure Bases
In total, all attachment figure types studied thus
far fill some aspects of the secure base function for
people. Predictably, humans appear to be the most
capable of providing such a function, as they are
adept at securing safety in the physical, intellectual, and social realm – albeit perhaps being less
dependable than other, less autonomous attachment figures. Pets appear to be less able to fulfill a
variety of physical needs, barring perhaps offering
physical safety, and likewise fall shorter regarding
intellectual and social resources [99]. Pets, however, can be fairly available as many owners, indeed, own their pets and exercise control to make
them physically available. Symbols are an interesting case as they can certainly be rationalized to
have fulfilled physical or intellectual needs – especially in the case of an omnipotent and omniscient
god having had a hand in any beneficial outcomes
in life. Symbols also bring people together in community through worship [61, 42]. Further, they are
entirely available as their representations lie in our
minds, which – in most cases – never leave us. Finally, objects may provide physical or intellectual
resources, potentially even connection to others,
but are often limited by intended function. They
are, though, often very available as they have no
autonomy, but are not so available as a mental
representation.
Robots have the potential to bridge and move
between these categories to achieve aspects of a
secure base function, but, as is the case with
objects, are largely differentiated based on functional design. Across the HRI literature, different
robots take different qualities and inspiration from
their human [56], pet [94, 95], symbol, or object
[43] counterparts, and subsequently achieve different degrees of secure base functions. Studies show
hints of the secure base function being achieved by
robots, but not quite as much as other attachment
figure types.
There are notable studies investigating the
popular service robot, Roomba. In a longitudinal
study, Forlizzi and DiSalvo ran an ecological study
in which they provided participants with Roombas
for three to six weeks, then interviewed them about
the robot [36]. Most participants responded fondly,
and many described their pleasure with it in terms
of its usefulness. Some cited its accessibility for elderly users, others described how it did a better job
of cleaning than their old vacuum, or mentioned
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its ease of use. Sung et al. infamously described
users’ interactions with Roomba on an online forum, and noted that their outlook on vacuuming
changed from “drudgery to a happy thought” [88].
Sung’s study also describes users’ distress when
their Roomba broke down or had to be sent off for
repairs. However, it does not seem apparent that
Roomba served the full secure base function for its
users. Rather, it seems to meet some specific physical needs, with high availability, potentially foster
some social connections for users on the Roomba
forum, but forgo meeting any intellectual needs.
Other robots seem to have been shown to meet
intellectual needs, but be incapable or otherwise
not compelled to meet physical or social needs.
Chen, Park, and Breazeal document studies with
tutoring or educational robots that help foster vocabulary acquisition, and affect expression [22].
Other social robots have been shown to be able to
encourage creativity and growth mindset in participants [79, 3, 4, 55]. These are strong examples
of providing intellectual resources, but in a contained and short-lived manner. In a longer-term
study, Gross et al. had their robot integrated into
the daily lives of 9 seniors [43]. The robot could
remind participants about medications, appointments, or engage in physical fitness coaching with
them. In Gross et al.’s case, their robot seemed to
certainly meet intellectual needs while also developing some social relationship over time.
Then there are robots like Paro, which are purposely designed to be therapeutic, and have been
shown to elicit social behavior. Wada and Shibata
provide qualitative evidence that residents in an
elder-care facility where the robot Paro was deployed used the robot as a communication anchor
[94, 85]. For example, a particular resident who
previously was avoiding others started to voluntarily join the interaction when she found someone
else playing with Paro. In these instances, Paro is
facilitating human social connections as would a
real pet, is quite available, but does not have the
capability to meet physical or intellectual needs.
It seems that robots that have been studied in
the HRI literature can meet a few of the secure
base function components, but no robot has met
all of them. Functional design determines whether
any robot can obviously meet physical, intellectual, or social needs. As of yet, no robot we have
found in the literature even has the capability to
fulfill all components of the function, regardless of
whether or not they actually do. This seems to
leave the robots with the highest secure base function potential more toward the pet end of both
capability and actual role fulfilment – heavily de-
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pendent on functional design, and time spent with
the robot.

3.2 Safe Haven Function
The second important attachment figure function
that appears to engender attachment phenomena
is that of the “safe haven.” Again, in their summary of psychological attachment theory research,
Zilcha-Mano et al. describe this function as when
someone gets a “sense of removing distress and receiving comfort, encouragement, and support from
the attachment figure” [99].
For our purposes, it was important to distinguish this from the secure base function; specifying
that secure base is strictly concerned with removing vulnerabilities, while a safe haven is less about
security but rather concerned with soothing, healing, and comforting. The mental aspect of secure
base is perhaps the best example of this: it is important to distinguish providing mental resources
in the form of ideas or wisdom, which may create
conditions for comfort, from the direct creation of
mental comfort via emotional support or encouragement. While this line may be fine, we attempt
to outline important, though by no means comprehensive, components of the safe haven function.
A visual representation of this function, its
components, and where different potential attachment figures fall on a spectrum of low to high degrees of fulfillment is shown in Fig. 3.
3.2.1 Potential to Palliate Physical Distress
Chief to any safe haven function that we may associate with attachment figures is some ability to
soothe in a physical manner [93]. As children, if
lucky enough, we look to our primary caregivers
when faced with cuts, scrapes, bruises, aching muscles, or other bodily distress. A kind and loving
parent may, then, be associated with the warm
feeling we get from their hugs, careful band-aid
application techniques, and kisses. However, as is
evident from further attachment research, others
such as close friends or partners also become associated with such physical stress relief [21]. In this
sense, humans are quite adept at being physically
comforting. Pets tend to achieve great success in
this arena as well, and one may argue that over
time they have been artificially selected to be more
successful [53]. Symbols, similarly to their role in
the secure base function, may likely be associated
with their ability to soothe us when we think of
them, and a visceral, physical feeling may also accompany the thoughts. Finally, some objects are
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functionally designed to remove physical aches and
pains from our bodies, and thus may be candidates
for safe haven formation.
To their benefit, robots can pick and choose
from these categories in order to achieve certain
measures of physical comfort: they can be functionally designed to alleviate pain while also being
materially crafted to be soft, huggable, or otherwise physically soothing [85]. Perhaps some robots
may even return the hugs [86]. Though, as became clear through our analysis of robots regarding the secure base function, the present lack of
mechanical sophistication of robots would likely
hamper any attempts at recreating nuanced human touches or embraces. The whirring of gears
and hydraulics as your robotic companion stiltedly attempts to hug you may also have a high
likelihood of killing the comforting mood, so to
speak. Limited to small touches, some robot touch
has been shown to decrease physiological stress in
participants as they were watching a scary movie
[96], and has led to longer engagement time as
participants completed a monotonous task [86, 74].
Though, some studies have shown no such effect
[12]. Conversely, people touching a robot have reported perceived friendship with it, and emotional
stability as higher than those who did not touch
the robot [78].
3.2.2 Potential to Palliate Mental/Emotional
Distress
On the flip side of the physical, we often experience mental and emotional distress that can be
equally painful as it manifests though psychosomatic means [9]. Humans clearly stand at the
apex of ability to soothe mental and emotional
distress (and, ironically, in their ability to cause
it). Through words of affirmation, gestures of solidarity, or simple listening and validation, a human attachment figure has a plethora of tools at
their disposal to interact with our mental and
emotional distress. Even their presence as a social other may soothe distress based on loneliness
or lack of community. Pets, though not equipped
with human-level linguistic capabilities, do serve
as emotional support for a vast number of people. If the proliferation of emotional support animals is any indication, it appears to be evident
that people feel that their pets understand them,
and do offer substantial mental comfort [18]. Symbols and deities are frequently cited as providing
emotional comfort in times of distress [77, 61, 42].
Simply imagining an icon may be enough to bring
about such comfort. Moreover, deities offer comfort in the sense of bestowing purpose and mean-
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Fig. 3: Components of the safe haven function – as fulfilled by different attachment figures – on a spectrum
from low to high fulfillment
ing to people; providing existential comfort. Additionally, some objects may even provide mental
encouragement. Certainly, books which contain encouraging words can do so, but even well-designed
objects resonate personally with their owners to
bring about emotional response simply by their
form alone. Norman’s conception of attachment
also addresses an object’s ability to be associated
with memories which, upon recall, may also provide emotional comfort [75].
An important aspect of mental soothing seems
to be the ability to be generative, and provide
novel soothing thoughts or behaviors. Our emotional and mental distress, by nature of our mental complexity, can manifest in a variety of ways
that likely changes as we grow older, learn more,
and mature. However, this must be importantly
contrasted with novelty as it pertains to infatuation, which Bowlby is quick to dismiss as a different phenomenon altogether from attachment [13].
It is most evident in the case of objects that we
often become bored or less stimulated by them
as time goes on; their form is fixed and therefore
cannot adapt to new distress. More complex creatures, such as humans or pets, certainly have the
ability to be novel and generative, but to varying
degrees. Perhaps humans are so frequently our primary attachment figures because they, by virtue of
their equally complex mental and emotional systems, are the only ones who can commensurately
match our distress. Surprisingly, through stories
or records such as films, music, etc., symbols and
icons may also embody a degree of novelty. In holy
texts, there are so many stories that one is likely
to find new meaning and comfort in them even as
time marches on.
Robots present an interesting case, as some
may be able to somewhat address mental or emotional distress, but in a limited capacity. Some

specifically therapeutic robots, specifically designed for cognitive interventions via natural language, have been shown to increase positive affect
and mood in participants [92, 28]. But while those
which engage with language often, at first, appear
to give off the impression that they understand
our mental anguish – as is famous in the anecdotes of people chatting with systems like ELIZA
[84] – their lack of generative novelty may reveal
them to be shallow over time [29]. This may be the
opposite effect of what was observed in regards to
secure base social connection being fostered over
longer periods of time spent with the robot. The
current level of sophistication thus hinders robots’
ability to soothe us emotionally as compared to
how humans can. However, there are some studies that appear to indicate that a social robot’s
mere presence can also alleviate feelings of loneliness or social distress – something that may not attenuate with time [43]. Children particularly seem
to bond emotionally with a variety of robots, and
view them as potential friends, or avenues to seek
comfort when sad, by the end of the experiment
[56, 95]. Further, robots which aim to emulate pets,
which soothe emotionally without any linguistic
endowment, seem poised to be the best case of providing mental comfort, especially over longer time
spans [94, 85, 71].
3.2.3 Robotic Safe Havens
Different attachment figure types again appear to
interact with safe haven components to various degrees, and therefore allow for achievement of the
safe haven function to varying degrees. Humans
are the most apt to be capable of this function as
some are adept at providing both physical comfort and emotional or mental comfort. They are
also the most mentally complex and therefore gen-
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erative and capable of novel comforting provisions
over time. Other animals – specifically, pets – are
also capable of high degrees of physical and emotional comforting behavior. Though not equipped
with linguistic faculties, our tendency to infer intention enables us to receive mental support from
them. Symbols may not be able to provide as much
physical comfort, though may engender psychosomatic feelings, but can flexibly address emotional
distress. And objects may be functionally designed
to bring about physical relief, or designed in a
manner that evokes an emotional response, but
largely suffer from lack of variety and novelty over
time, and can thus have less ability to become a
safe haven. However, objects do have the capacity to become safe havens through means of association with memory and identity, which we will
discuss more while analyzing shared components.
Again, robots, based on their class of design,
strike different chords in terms of safe haven function fulfillment. While some simple, non-social
robots have little capability to evoke soothing sensations, others may be explicitly designed to do
so. Moreover, social robots, and their perceived autonomy, may play into our social systems as we ascribe levels of intention to them and feel comforted
by their presence alone [91]. But despite a multitude of robots which palliate physical distress, and
many which do so for emotional distress, it seems
rare for robots to do both.
Logan et al. have shown that social robots in
the pediatric care setting have been able to both
soothe children’s perception of pain and engender
positive affect [68]. Other therapy robots have been
able to positively affect the moods and behaviors of
dementia patients [28]. Additionally, Paro seems to
address both physical and emotional soothing due
to its soft form factor and its emotionally therapeutic effect [94, 85, 71]. These types of caring,
therapeutic interactions seems to be the closest to
achieving the full function of safe haven. Further,
in the vein of Norman’s characterization of emotional soothing by associated memory, any robot
seems to be able to be the subject of such memory
formation [75]. A therapy robot which stays with
a user could benefit from this additional mental
representation of being comforting upon recollection. Someone who receives this type of long-term
care from a robot, soothing both physical and emotional distress, may be nudged to form weak attachment bonds with the robot the way some may
with therapy animals.
Though, the bonds may be even weaker as
these robots do not appear to be able to actively
provide physical relief. Contrasting the robots
whose touch was studied [86, 87, 74], many simply
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stand as passive recipients of touch and embrace,
which does have a soothing effect of its own. However, the lines seem blurry, and it becomes confusing to attempt to distinguish between active versus
passive soothing, what counts as physical soothing
as opposed to psychosomatic, and so forth.
In total, despite potential to scrutinize and
draw fine lines between forms of soothing, there
do at least appear to be some robots in the HRI
literature which fulfill criteria for the safe haven
function.
3.3 Components Common to Secure Base and
Safe Haven
Rather than duplicating analysis of some components of both secure base and safe haven functions, we wish to address some that are common
across both. These are such that they inform both
perceived ability to provide safety and ability to
soothe. In particular, we wish to point out the effect of identity formation through shared experience, and ability to form identity. It will be important to sharply distinguish the two. These considerations will address Norman’s [75] popular formulation of attachment.
3.3.1 Identity from Shared Experience
We are more than our present selves: our history
and future intentions contribute to the construction of our Internal Working Models of self, and
the case is no different with others [13, 16]. Thus,
attachment figures must also enjoy some degree of
identity-formation based on some aspects of history as well.
Norman eloquently describes what we mean
by identity from shared experience [75]. He writes
that, “True, long-lasting emotional feelings take
time to develop: they come from sustained interaction... what matters is the history of interaction,
the associations that people have with objects, and
the memories they evoke.” We can recognize that
this notion need not solely apply to objects, it easily maps to humans, pets, symbols, and robots.
Norman continues to remark that this type of
memory-driven attachment also informs our, “attachment to places: favorite corners of our homes,
favorite locations, favorite views.” The word favorite is important because it implies some hierarchy: a favorite is one that stands eminent above
others, and is therefore unique in its identity.
It is not, however, a requirement that something must be a favorite to play into attachment;
it must simply be part of shared, positive experiences. It is then clear that this notion of identity
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from shared experience can apply to every category: humans, pets, symbols, objects, or robots.
Some potential attachment figures, then, may have
more distinct positive identities and therefore may
in turn give rise to more significant secure base
or safe haven functions in our lives [2]. It is as
if the functions are amplified because of the attachment figure’s unique status. Some people have
best friends, preferred pets, or cherished mementos, where the “favorite” here may simply indicate
a stronger bond based off of unique experiences.
In this sense of identity built from shared experience, any robot is subject to these effects. Norman discusses this phenomenon in the context of
completely inanimate objects, so even the most
simple robots, such as Roomba [88], would be a
candidate. The onus is on the human in this case,
as our tendency to form positive associations with
any other to whom we endow meaning will certainly apply to any robots.

3.3.2 Ability to Form Identity
Contrasting identity formed purely from the standpoint of an attached person’s collection of memories, an identity constituted by the attachment figure’s ability to learn, remember, adapt, and mold
itself to a human is completely distinct. Here, different attachment figures clearly have different capacities to form identities based off of experiences.
Humans are obviously very capable of this barring
some exceptions with the elderly or cognitively impaired. Pets also appear to grow with us; as they
learn owner tendencies, personality, and adapt accordingly [99]. Symbols such as deities or otherwise, on the other hand, do not appear to have any
ability to change and adapt to any given attached
person. Perhaps there are so many wide-ranging
stories in religious texts that a god may appear
to be relevant in different ways as people’s lives
change, but there is no agency in these changes
except on the part of the attached human. Similarly, most objects do not have as much facility as
humans in shaping their interactions and composition along with an attached human. However, it
would be important to note that the phenomena
of objects wearing down with time, or being able
to bear old cracks or chips may be considered an
ability to form identity [75]. A baseball glove or
pair of shoes being “broken in” is one example of
this notion. Further, some technologies like smartphones also have capabilities that bestow identity
such as being able to be customized; different app
icon configurations, saved preferences, or shortcuts
make one device special to a user over others, and
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would more likely be the object of attachment formation.
Distinctly from identity constructed in the human mind from shared experience, some robots
may, indeed, have capabilities to adapt to their
user’s behavior and form a sort of identity (e.g.,
[65]). Social robots, particularly, may have the
ability to recognize faces [27, 89], to learn user preferences or speech patterns [81, 64], and generally
adapt themselves to appear more socially capable. As educational robots are some of the most
prevalent in child HRI literature, personalization
seems to be a particularly useful skill for tutoring robots to have. One study found that a robot
whose learned a student’s particular skill proficiencies and adapted its curriculum appropriately
resulted in students who performed better than
those who chose random lessons [67]. Another tutoring robot personalized its motivational methods
based on children’s affective states; over a longterm study, children showed more positive valence
towards this robot as compared to one at did not
personalize behavior [41]. In a non-tutoring longitudinal context, people developed more rapport
and were more engaged with a delivery robot that
personalized its behavior with each person’s usage
and interaction pattern than one that did not [66].
Some studies have even reported that the ability
for users to physically customize robots may be
beneficial to tailor them to circumstantial needs
[73].
In line with the philosophical notion of the
“type-token distinction,” a robot that becomes a
token through personalization, memory, or shared
history, may be subject to greater attachment than
a robot that remains a replaceable type [7]. However, current robotics capabilities are not so great
that social robots are as generative and adaptive
as humans or pets. After a while, a robot’s speech
patterns, responses, and social “tricks” may be discovered [76], and the novelty effect will wear off to
reveal the robot as less flexible [29]. Simpler robots,
such as Roomba, are not as capable of these tricks
at all (yet, they sometimes seem to achieve “token”
status with their users [88]). They are explicitly
non-social, and therefore may be no more adaptable than their ability to discover a more efficient
vacuuming route after a software update.

3.4 Proximity Maintenance and Separation
Distress
On the other side of an attachment figure’s functional roles are subsequent behaviors, exhibited by
the attached person, made manifest when attach-
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ment relationships are formed [13, 14,1,16]. We
choose to group these together because they both
seem to be driven by the same sub-components:
the strength of both the secure base and safe
haven functions. In contrast to our analysis of attachment functions, where distinct robot capabilities led to differing ability to engender attachment
bonds, these behaviors are not brought about simply by the robot itself. For example, Roomba’s
lesser functional range as compared to Robovie’s
broader functional range do not solely play into
the degree to which an attached user would suffer
separation distress upon losing the robot. While
the robots’ functions do determine to what degree
the robots can achieve secure base or safe haven
functionality, it is not as if the effect is instantaneous. As became evident from the identity-related
components, time and experience contribute to the
formation of attachment bonds [43, 28, 29]. We will
instead argue that attachment behaviors are dependent on the degree to which the attachment
figure functions as a secure base and safe haven
– not the theoretical capability of the attachment
figure to do so.
Thus, we will use this section to briefly discuss
each behavior and point to relevant literature to
describe where it may be observed or not. In HRI
research, we believe that these behaviors should
be used as a sort of test or measurement to gauge
the degree to which a participant has grown to use
that robot for secure base or safe haven functionality. Beyond theorizing if a given robot is capable of engendering such cognitive representations
based on its abilities, there must be qualitative analytic frameworks to determine whether a robot
actually does induce these attachment bonds. We
must note, however, that just as the components
we described for the attachment functions were
by no means comprehensive or intended as definitions, neither are these behaviors the sole indicators of attachment. We reject behaviorist notions that all can be gleaned from simply observing external behavior, and that internal cognitive
analysis is unimportant. We simply wish to offer
these behavioral patterns deduced by social psychologists as tools to be used by HRI researchers.
3.4.1 Proximity Maintenance Behavior when
Distressed
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cure base and safe haven functionality is present
in the relationship to the attachment figure. Differing patterns of proximity seeking behavior, such
as incessant seeking, or lack of seeking, can also be
analyzed in the context of maladaptive anxious or
avoidant attachments. We will not explicate what
that would look like, and instead refer readers to
the relevant psychological literature [1].
There are some notable cases of proximity
maintenance behavior in the HRI literature that
could potentially point to attachment formation
during studies. Notably, most studies do not take
place over a sufficiently long span of time so as
to produce meaningful attachment between users
and robots. However, some studies do occur over
a longer duration, and results may indicate markers of attachment [94, 34]. Moreover, almost all of
the studies are devoid of conditions involving human distress. As such, these examples of proximity seeking and maintenance may be thought to be
precursors to habits that may transfer into situations where the human is distressed – though, that
is not guaranteed.
In a study by Tung and Au, hotel guests who
had opportunities to interact with robots reportedly went out of their way to create new experiences with the robot [90]. Children, in particularly,
had positive experiences with the robots, and continued to talk about those experiences after the
study was over. Wada and Shibata additionally
noted, in their studies of Paro, that there was a
dramatic increase in the time residents spent in the
area where Paro was located [94]. Paro also encouraged more communication and social interactions
between the residents. It is unclear whether people
spent more time in the area seeking proximity with
others – encouraged by the presence of Paro – or
whether they were seeking the robot itself. Feingold Polak and Levy-Tzdek reported that participants in their stroke rehabilitation study came to
see the robot even when they did not have scheduled sessions [34]. In a study with the social robot
Robovie, Kahn et al. showed from a structured
interview following an interaction that 84% of 915 year olds said they would spend time with the
robot if they felt lonely, and that 55% of them said
they would seek comfort from the robot if they felt
sad [56].
3.4.2 Separation Distress Behavior

In summary of relevant attachment ideas, ZilchaMano et al. summarize one such behavior, proximity maintenance, as “physical closeness to the attachment figure, especially in need or stress” [99].
As we acknowledged previously, we believe this behavior to be driven by the degree to which se-

As the final significant pillar in attachment relationships, Zilcha-Mano et al. describe separation
distress behavior as “[a] sense of separation distress when the attachment figure is temporarily
or permanently unavailable” [99]. This fundamen-
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tally gets at the vulnerability and anxiety brought
about by losing something that, in one’s life, serves
a strong secure base and safe haven function. It is
understandable that through loss of those we are
attached to, we feel a distinct lack of the security
and comfort brought about by the attachment figure. We may further worry about the future and
our newfound vulnerabilities, with endless “What
if?” questions, or remember the past and mourn
the comfort that once felt so readily available. This
is why we are led to believe that the strength of secure base and safe haven functions would be linked
to separation distress behaviors.
Separation distress behavior is not very present
in the HRI literature, except in some notable edgecases. While robots’ greater ability to personalize identity through learning or physical alteration
may set them up to be subject to separation distress [7], this does not seem to be a common case.
Perhaps, as noted with proximity maintenance behavior, the short duration of most HRI studies
does not allow requisite time for strong attachments to form. Regardless, there are some notable
HRI studies which exhibit separation distress-like
behavior that may indicate attachment relationships having formed.
Gross et al. reported that out of participants
who lived with their home-dwelling robot, Max,
eight out of nine participants were sad when they
had to leave the robot [43]. This perhaps gives
some weight to the idea that longer-duration studies engender higher chances of attachment, as the
Gross et al. study lasted three days. Perhaps more
infamously, in a journalistic report, Garreau described soldiers’ sorrow after losing the valuable
robotic member of their team, PackBot [38]. No
doubt under distress from the traumas of warfare, one of the interviewed explosives technicians
is described as being, “visibly upset... insist[ing]
he did not want a new robot.” Finally, Sung et
al. briefly mention indications of separation anxiety in Roomba owners [88]. They write that when
Roomba broke down or needed repairs, people were
surprised at the grief brought up by sending it
away to be repaired. They even mention that some
described Roomba as, “dead, sick, or hospitalized.”
In contrast to the above participants’ distress, there are some HRI studies that explicitly
note that participants had no separation distress,
despite prolonged or personal interactions with
robots. Huang et al. found that although students
– who built robots over the course of a semester –
developed strong positive emotions towards their
robots, they also experienced no negative feelings
from separation [50]. They only noted feeling sad
having to dismantle their robots.
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4 Spectrum of Attachment
We now wish to end our analysis by distinguishing between degrees of attachment as will be relevant for future HRI research. This is meant to
directly address the many ways that attachment
is referenced in the literature – as the same word
is sometimes meant in very different ways or simply ill-defined – and provide a unified, theoretical
framework for HRI researchers to use when judging
potential attachment formation throughout studies.
Based off of the above analysis, we wish to finally distinguish what may be called strong attachment from weak attachment. What we mean
by strong attachment is, generally, the presence of
attachment functions as defined by psychological
attachment theory, presence of relevant proximity seeking or separation distress behaviors – and
moreover, presence in a significant sense. Because
the two attachment behavior criteria are largely
dependent on the two functional criteria, it seems
logical to claim that the overall strength of attachment is largely dependent on the degree to which
these two functions are met by a robot. It may
not be enough to simply observe participants occasionally finding reprieve in a robot, or sometimes
seeking proximity to it. Strong attachment would
be the systematic seeking of proximity when distressed, the robot’s frequent fulfilling of security
or comfort needs, and potentially a high degree of
distress present upon an event of separation. We
know these feelings to be present when we interact
with or lose beloved family members, significant
others, or cherished pets. It is then the place of
weak attachment to describe relationships which
are less significant: including those described by
Norman which are solely formed by cumulative
positive experience, or those deemed “secondary
attachments” – i.e. ones which fill in gaps otherwise left by primary attachment figures. This type
of weaker attachment is often referenced in HRI
literature simply as “attachment,” which can be
misleading and give the impression that study participants are bonding with robots as they would
with other humans. Most of the time, this does
not appear to be the case.
Moreover, it is not solely the case that attachment can be evaluated as it presently exists, it
is equally relevant and important to note the potential of robots in our HRI studies to engender
attachment bonds. Here, the components of the
two functional attachment criteria – secure base
and safe haven – are key; each describes a more
fine-grained view of what it would mean to meet
part of the attachment function. As such, a robot’s
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Fig. 4: Our spectrum of attachment, from weak to strong attachment
functional capabilities become key in determining
whether or not the robot could ever meet such criteria in a strong manner, let alone if the signs are
present. This notion was not necessary to analyze
for the humans of classical attachment psychology, because most human caregivers already have
the ability to meet these functional needs. Robots,
however, as we illustrated above, are not as omnifunctional as humans, and are often designed for
more narrow tasks that may prohibit meeting some
components of attachment criteria functions.
We will thus present operational definitions of
strong and weak attachment, and place some notable HRI studies on a spectrum between the two
points on the spectrum. We acknowledge that our
labeling and placement of studies may be contested, but hope that regardless of outcome, the
analysis makes clear the need to parse such study
results carefully and with nuance.
A visual representation of the entire attachment spectrum, its components, and where different potential attachment figures fall on a spectrum
of weak to strong attachment is shown in Fig. 4.

4.1 Strong Attachment
Strong attachment should be thought of as that
which we classically witness in the social psychological literature. When infants bond to their caregivers, the ensuing attachment relationship is one
that bears markers of both the secure base and safe
haven functions, as well as exhibitions of proximity maintenance and separation distress behavior.
Further, these four criteria are present to a high
degree, as it would be easy to argue that in the
case of infant-caregiver relationships, the caregiver
fulfils the components of each criteria that we outlined above.
On the attachment spectrum that we lay out,
as more of the attachment criteria are present, the

attachment should be characterized as stronger.
Moreover, as each criteria is present to a more
significant degree – in the sense that more of
the components of each are present – the attachment bonds should move toward the strong end
of the spectrum. We can thus observe a gradation form between what we analyzed in regards
to human-human, human-pet, human-symbol, and
human-object attachment. Human-human attachment bonds seem to be the strongest, as caregivers or relationship partners serve significant secure base and safe haven functions, and subsequent
behaviors of proximity maintenance and separation distress are observed [13, 1, 2]. Pets may rival humans in some cases, as studies have demonstrated owners do attach to their pets significantly
enough to elicit attachment behaviors [99]. Symbols have been described as so-called “secondary
attachments,” as study participants have close
parasocial relationships with a god or television
personality, but they often arise in response to a
lack of tangible attachment figures [42, 61]. We can
argue that secondary attachment figures may be
deemed so because they do not meet as many components of the criteria as physical counterparts;
failing to truly meet physical or intellectual needs,
and lacking any means of physical soothing. These
attachment bonds would fall farther away from the
strong side of the attachment spectrum; rather describing weaker attachments. We will also argue
below that human-object attachment bonds lean
in a similar weak direction.
Consequently, stronger attachment would also
necessitate stronger maladaptive behaviors elicited
by anxious or avoidant attachment patterns. If
stronger attachment bonds were present, the patterns described by Bowlby’s Internal Working
Models would manifest no matter what or who the
attachment figure is [13]. This would be of particular interest to HRI study because robotics re-
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searchers and developers should be concerned with
potential adverse effects from strong attachment
patterns [6]. These worries are in line with earlier
HRI attachment theory as written by Turkle [91]
and Sharkey, Sharkey [84]. If at all, we argue that
concerns along these lines should only be brought
up if sufficient criteria as described above exist in
the robot itself, and have been observed its interactions with humans.
Throughout our investigation into HRI attachment literature, we hardly found any studies
which indicated human-robot bonds that were of
the strong attachment variety. As we touched on
above, Paro seems to be one of the few robots
which elicits precursors to stronger attachment
bonds [85, 94, 71]. Paro was shown to be available
and create social connection – components of the
secure base function – and provide physical and
emotional comfort – components of the safe haven
function. It is unclear whether participants who
interacted with Paro over a long period of time
developed markers of identity; including, but not
limited to, forming positive memories of Paro, or
viewing an individual Paro as being distinct from
any other. But it seems fairly clear that Paro did
not meet physical or intellectual resource needs,
nor did it seem to engender strong proximity maintenance or separation distress behavior. In total,
we could argue that Paro is more similar to the
type of attachment garnered by pets, but still not
quite as strong because Paro does not have as rich
of physical capabilities, or mental capabilities to
adapt to its owner and present uniqueness.
Some of the other robots we touched on in
the above attachment criteria categories, such as
Roomba [88], do not come as close as Paro to
meeting our attachment criteria. Though Roomba
meets aspects of the secure base function such as
specific cleaning-related physical needs, high availability, and some social connection facilitation, its
design does not lend itself at all to a safe haven
functionality. This pattern seems to be the case
for almost all other robots included in our analysis:
each serves such specific functions that it does not
meet enough of both attachment functions to foster strong attachment bonds. As expected, study
of their interaction with human participants does
not seem to engender proximity seeking and separation distress behaviors.
In light of this tendency to meet some criteria
but not others, and those met to varying degrees,
we propose that those bonds be categorized under
weak attachments.
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4.2 Weak Attachment
Contrasting strong attachment, weak attachment
should be thought of as describing bonds that do
not meet all the criteria of attachment bonds, or
meet the criteria to a lesser degree by meeting
fewer components of each. Here we find Norman’s
description of human-object attachment encompassed in this idea of weak attachment: it is solely
based off of the identity components of the secure
base and safe haven functions, and does not address any other components of each [75]. It thus
seems natural to accept that the word “attachment” can be used in this case, but insist that it
should be qualified with the label of weak attachment.
Secondary attachments, as noted above, are
also perfect candidates for weak attachment.
Human-symbol attachment such as that described
by Granqvist and Kirkpatrick appear to systematically meet only some components of the secure
base and safe haven functions, and thus not lead
to strong exhibition of attachment behaviors [42,
61]. Indeed, Granqvist even goes so far as to label
these bonds “attachment-like,” clearly distinguishing them from the strong attachments engendered
by human-human bonds. Moreover, human-object
attachment as described by Keefer at al. seems to
fit the same pattern as participants turned toward
objects to compensate for the perceived unreliability of close others [57].
Logically, weaker attachments should also lead
attached humans to exhibit fewer signs of the
proximity seeking and separation distress attachment behaviors present with strong attachment.
Contrasting ethical concerns brought about by
strong attachment, weak attachments to robots
would likely engender no such thing. Anxious
and avoidant maladaptive attachment paradigms
would also likely be less present if not invisible
in weak attachment bonds. These consequences of
weak attachment may be of use to HRI researchers
and robot designers, as robots could be intentionally designed to bring about the best aspects of
attachment relationships, while avoiding the challenges [6]. Though, with the exception of Paro, it
appears that most human-robot pairs do not come
close to attaining such a strong level of attachment.
We believe that most HRI studies which describe some form of attachment are describing
weak attachment. As noted above, there are a few
exceptions which seem to get close to strong attachment, which leaves the vast remainder closer
to the weak attachment end of the spectrum. Most
robots in HRI literature are not demonstrated to
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meet many components of attachment criteria at
all, which makes sense because they are often not
designed to do so. Though, even explicitly social
robots only appear to meet few components of the
criteria because their design is narrowly focused.
Some may meet physical needs [88], some foster
creativity or learning [79, 56], and others provide
physical or emotional soothing [68]. However, the
key is that no one robot does it all.

4.3 Potential versus Actual Attachment
We would finally like to acknowledge that some
factors may be less dependent on specific robot
design as they are on study design. There is a
sharp distinction between what any attachment
figure type could do to form attachment bonds,
and what they actually do. The spectrum can
therefore be applied in either the case of determining potential attachment strength, or actual
attachment strength.
What we have described above illustrates actual attachment. Based off of evidence gathered by
HRI study, a researcher could classify any given
robot as garnering strong or weak attachment.
Many empirical HRI studies touch on this concept without explicitly framing it as attachment.
For instance, Gross et al. note at the conclusion
of their study that some participants were somewhat sad to see their robot, Max, go at the end
of the study [43]. Sung et al. note Roomba users’
reporting that they had pleasant feelings brought
about by its making vacuuming more enjoyable
[88]. However, some HRI studies report empirical evidence, but then use it as an extrapolation
to indicate that systematic attachment is possible. Sharkey and Sharkey take a situation where
a child interacts with a social Hello Kitty robot,
and follow its logical conclusion to warn of robots
becoming caregivers for children – bringing about
complicated attachment relationships [84]. Turkle
likewise uses evidence from interactions with the
My Real Baby robot to conclude that robots may
become relational artifacts that cause attachmentlike responses in people [91]. These are important and motivating conclusions, but can be examined with a more granular framework so as to
conclude that, while some attachment-like behavior may have been observed in these interactions,
they did not meet the criteria for strong attachment. Further, they mix actual and potential attachment; extrapolating the former into the latter
without qualifying with a more nuanced look at
attachment.
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Attachment potential should be viewed
through a functional lens: What are the capabilities of this potential attachment figure such that
it could fulfill components of attachment function
criteria and engender attachment bonds? Humans
are so functionally diverse that they can meet
physical, intellectual, or social needs, provide
physical and emotional comfort, and form identity
through learning about an attached person. Most
humans therefore have strong attachment potential. Many robots, however, have at most neutral
attachment potential (neither weak nor strong),
and at least weak attachment potential. Robots
are, at present, functionally designed for specific
tasks – even when they are designed as social
robots. This may alleviate the worries of Sharkey
& Sharkey, and Turkle as a functional analysis of
the Hello Kitty and My Real Baby robots would
reveal that they do not have any potential to meet
physical or intellectual needs, may have potential
to soothe physically or emotionally, but likely
do not have potential to form identity as their
social behaviors become very predictable and
replaceable [84, 91]. Any extrapolation of robotic
attachment potential must include an analysis
in this vein, or run the risk of bringing about
potentially inflated worry among the community
and greater public regarding the current state of
robotics.

5 Conclusion
Through a thorough investigation of attachment
literature describing human attachment to other
humans [13, 1], pets [99], objects [58], symbols [42,
61], and robots [26], we were able to construct a
framework to gauge attachment potential, and actual engendered levels of attachment, in humanrobot interaction study. Inspired by Collins et
al.’s initial call for such a framework [26], we utilized the well-verified attachment theory framework from social psychology, and deconstructed
the secure base and safe haven functions to motivate components of each that could be used to
more specifically describe what it means to serve
those functions [46]. This framework attempts to
subsume both psychological attachment theory,
and theories describing attachment to objects or
technology in HCI, such as Norman’s [75]. While
the list of components we described is not perfectly comprehensive, they give what we argued to
be a sufficient framework to begin deepening HRI
attachment research and analysis. Further, we included proximity seeking and separation distress
behaviors as described by social psychological at-
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tachment theory, as engendered behaviors in this
framework.
Using the framework, we analyzed a host
of HRI studies which included commentary on
human-robot attachment, and gauged which components – including to what degree – each attachment bond seemed to meet our component criteria.
In sum, most robots we analyzed do not come close
to fulfilling all of the components of each attachment criteria. Notably, Paro, the therapeutic seallike companion robot, seemed to come the closest to serving a secure base, and safe haven function for the elderly people whom it is designed for
[94, 85]. Subsequently, participants were observed
acting out, to a degree, proximity-seeking behaviors. Even stranger cases of supposed-attachment,
such as Sung’s descriptions of users’ bonds to their
Roombas, are captured by the framework: sheer
amount of time spent with Roomba, formation of
identity, and it meeting some physical needs, was
enough for a purposefully non-social robot to engender a bond [88]. Other robots appeared to fulfill some components of attachment criteria, but
to a lesser extent. The qualitative descriptions of
how human participants in those studies felt about
their robots matched with what the framework
would predict, and participants did not seem to
strongly attach to any of those robots; the robots
did not meet attachment function criteria, and the
participants did not exhibit any attachment behaviors.
Currently, the field of attachment in HRI has
numerous gaps, including notably the lack of longitudinal studies and ways to evaluate attachment
to robots. While our framework attempts the latter, the framework itself needs to be evaluated as
well. Though here we analyzed past HRI studies,
we encourage researchers to use our attachment
framework in real time when they run their own
studies to further validate it. By specifically testing the framework through new studies, we will be
able to see how well experimental results fit into
or are predicted by the framework, and where the
framework might break down in the face of new results. This will allow us to form new research questions about attachment in HRI. Though the current trend of attachment studies in HRI seems to
be focused on the development of specific robotic
capabilities that may lead to attachment (i.e., emotion detection [23], dialogue-based interaction [82],
facial character analysis [39], etc.), perhaps in parallel we need to ask how these capabilities will affect the attachment that does form. What roles do
we want robots to have in our world of attachment
figures?
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The framework allowed us to motivate a spectrum from weak attachment to strong attachment. We argued that HRI studies that investigate
potential or actualized human-robot attachment
should use the notion of attachment on a spectrum, with justifications provided by the framework, to disambiguate different strengths of bonds
which otherwise become conflated as simply, “attachment.” By distinguishing weak from strong
attachment, important theoretical inquiries like
those of Sharkey & Sharkey [84, 83], or Turkle [91],
can be placed in context and evaluate potential
human-robot attachment risks with stronger backing. Thinking of human-robot attachment on this
spectrum will ideally lead to stronger motivations
for future HRI methodological tools – like questionnaires – from disciplines like social psychology
and HCI, and work towards a deep understanding of how human-robot attachment fits into the
greater picture.
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